TRANSFORM YOURSELF
2-days Course in Supply Chain Management
by Institute for Supply Management (ISM) India

RISK MANAGEMENT IN SUPPLY CHAIN
Haffa House, Muscat, 12th and 13th October 2015

Instructor: Mr. Krishan K. Batra, President & CEO of ISM – India

COURSE OVERVIEW, OBJECTIVES & METHODOLOGY
Course Overview:
Risk Management in the Supply Risk is inherent in all supply chains, upstream and downstream.
But with analysis, preparation and action, risk at every stage can be avoided, managed or
deflected. The key focus of this course is “Making Your Supply Chain Risk-Resistant.” Risks can be
categorized as Brand or Reputation Risks, Business Continuity Risks, Financial Risks, Operational
Risks, Legal Risks and Technical Risks.

Course Objectives:
• Develop, implement and manage a risk profile and strategies in accordance with existing
contracts, applicable laws, regulations and organizational policy.
• Develop and implement a risk management and/or claims management program (for
example, copyright violation, patent infringement, harassment).
• Implement supply management processes in consideration of legal issues.
• Develop/implement/maintain a database/physical filing system of relevant information.
• Verify the existence, accuracy and completeness of relevant financial transactions and
commitments to third parties.
• Assess risk from end of life cycle issues in the market place and establish proper risk mitigation
contingency plans for all components in the product.
• Manage and control the storage/disposal of hazardous/regulated materials and related
documentation.
• Comply with programs that prevent and respond to discrimination or harassment.

Methodology :
The sessions will be workshop styled and feedback, questions and assessments will be used
to gauge progress and ensure understanding. Participants will be challenged to explore the
concepts in detail and consider how they relate to their own supply chain environments.
The training programmes are designed to provide participants with an active and relevant
learning experience. The resources and methodologies include a blend of lecture, interactive
groups and discussions, webinars etc.
The training programs are very interactive. They are case studies based along with Q&A at the
end of each session. This challenges the participants to use disciplinary knowledge & team
participation skills.
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